
Mastering the Shell Game 

Step 1: Peter Luigi Nervi  



Two paths to the shell 
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Pier Luigi Nervi 1891-1979 

•  Architecture: Technology meets Art 
– Like Maillart, only put material where there 

are forces 
– The most natural way of conducting and 

directing forces to the earth, with the least 
amount of material yielded the most truth 



Gothic 
Inspiration 

•  “a pattern that 
suggests the 
isostatic lines of 
principal stress” 

•  (isostatic: 
equilibrium in stress 
and reaction) 



Is isostacy natural? 

Most engineers agree, forces 
follow the ribs. Channeling 
through ribs means less 
material, more efficiency 



•  Nervi, like Maillart, looks to channel forces using the least material 

1928-32 
Florence 
Stadium 



Resultant between columns  
means no tiedowns 





After static balance…production 1932 aircraft hangar 

1932 aircraft hangar 131x328 



Why 
diagonal 
ribs? 



Hipped Vault End? Why? 



Model to learn 



Test 
models to 
verify 
numbers 



1939 aircraft hangar 132x328 new!? Improved! Precast AND Sitecast! 



Symmetry gives simpler form 



Onsite Precast Plant 



Weld 
& 
Pour 
to connect 



Composite Precast / Sitecast 



1943 patent “Ferrocement” 



Almost equal parts steel and 
cement/sand 



1948 Waffles & 
Tobacco in 

Bologna 



Cure, Drop & Roll 



Curved 
corners? 



1948 
Turin 

Exhibition 
Hall 



1948 

1949 
“Salon C” 



Corrugated with Precast  
greater distance between compression and tension = greater span 







Rib forms 

What do these have in common with Freyssinet’s Dirigible hangar? 



Just like the 
Romans, 

Arch 
Centering 





Permanent formwork 
…one less operation to schedule and pay for 



 1949 “Salon C” where have we seen this before? 



Small forms + 
small steel + 
small precast 
parts =? 



Small forms + 
small steel + 
small precast 
parts =? 



What’s missing here? 





If corrugating an arch helps 
efficiency then… 

 1950 UNESCO - Paris Meeting Hall 



 a corrugated roof too? 



 1951 the return of isostatic lines Festival Hall elliptical dome 





Precast waffle forms 



 1951 Gatti Wool factory slab framing. What’s the advantage of curved reinforcing? 





 1955 Warm-up for Olympic 
Construction 



 1955 Turin Palace of Sport, small prototype for 1959 Olympic Stadium 



Precast & 
Sitecast 

Composite 



Isostatic 
Splendor 
200’ span 



Precast forms left in place 
today…filigree system 



Nervi’s residue 

•  Only put material 
where needed to 
transfer forces 

•  Ferro-Cement: 
dense steel mesh in 
thin concrete slab 
means uniform force 
distribution…and no 
large aggregate 

•  This contributes to 
the next generation 
of concrete shell 
designers 
–  Candela 
–  Torroja 


